Do the Right thing

This Essay is going to prove that violence is dangerous and that we can stop it.

Bullying and violence? I've been witnessing these two words. So these two words can be dangerous. Do you feel sad about violence? Well you are not alone. I do too.

Violence is a hurting feeling and something that you see. It is a bad thing in our species. To me violence is like when your walking to the store and somebody jumps you and takes your money but that's just an example. Violence is something that can hurt you in so many ways.

Youth violence is as much dangerous as bullying and regular violence.
Because of youth violence in my community, my daily life has changed. People are killing themselves and threatening others. Violence really has affected my life because now that there is violence, kids and I can't stay out late. I have to come back home at a certain time.

Like I said, violence has affected my life and not just my life. It has affected other kids' lives.

If you do not know the causes of youth violence, then I will explain it to you. The causes of youth violence are killings and suicides. Youth violence can cause killings and suicides because violence can encourage people to kill others. People have lost so many lives.

By killing that
Somebody

Well I have a concern about youth violence is by always respecting others if you know a person very dangerous be kind to that person and try to turn them into a happy person.
Well like I had a life experience so I had a friend that used to cut himself but I became a good friend and his good and only friend and we are still friends till this day I treated him nice and respectfully and sort of became his counsellor and turned him into a happy and safe person to be around. This proves that violence is dangerous and needs to be stopped.

The actions that I'm planning to take to stop violence is exceptional because by respecting
and being calm and nice to these dangerous but yet people, bullying and suicides and homicides and etc. will all stop maybe because some people don't believe in kindness.

Author's Note

See just avoid dangerous things and people. These are my thoughts. That is what I'm going to do. Just think about it. Don't you dislike violence? Then let's work together and stop it.